strategies that monkeys spontaneously adopt as they cording to these two strategies. Many neurons had solve a cognitive problem such as learning arbitrary activity selective for the strategy used. In a subsepairings between symbols and responses. The present quent block of trials, the monkeys learned fixed stimstudy did so in order to test the hypothesis that neurons ulus-response mappings with the same stimuli. Some in PF play an important role in implementing abstract neurons had activity selective for choosing responses response strategies as well as exemplar-based rebased on fixed mappings, others for choosing based sponses. on abstract strategies. These findings indicate that Figure 1A shows the sequence and timing of events the prefrontal cortex contributes to the implementafor each trial. As the monkeys fixated a central light tion of the abstract response strategies that monkeys spot, a visual instruction stimulus (IS) appeared at that use during trial-and-error learning.
repeat-stay and change-shift strategies. These strateon the trial 6, however, it was a change trial, and the top choice was precluded because it had been chosen gies depended on the fact that a second-chance procedure, explained below, ensured that the monkeys on the previous trial. Our analysis focused on task-related neurons, deended a series of trials with a rewarded response, in effect "setting up" the next trial. On that next trial, if the fined as a significant difference in discharge rate, compared to a reference period, in any of five task periods: IS was the same as that on the previous trial (called a repeat trial), then the monkeys should stay with their the IS1, IS2, reaction and movement time (RMT), prereward, and postreward periods (see Experimental Proprevious response to receive a reward. If the IS differed from that on the previous trial (called a change trial), cedures and Figure 1A ). Table S1 (see the Supplemental Data online) presents the numbers of task-related cells then the monkeys should shift from their previous response. Choice of one of the two potential shift reby task, monkey, and task period. Overall, both monkeys performed the strategy task sponses, randomly selected, would be rewarded. If a monkey correctly shifted its response, but failed to reat 96% correct (Figures 2A and 2B ). Table S2 shows an analysis of error types, and Table S3 gives the reaction ceive a reward, the same IS was presented on a series of second-chance trials until it chose the remaining times, which did not differ significantly between repeat and change trials for either monkey. Table S4 shows shift response, which was rewarded ( Figure 1C) .
By design, the monkeys could not learn any fixed that the saccades were highly accurate in both trial types. stimulus-response mappings in the strategy task, and Figure 1D shows why. In that example, after stimulus B We examined whether activity differed significantly according to the strategy used to choose a response: on trial 1, the top choice was rewarded. When stimulus B appeared on trial 2, it was a repeat trial, and the top repeat-stay versus change-shift. Figure 3 shows the activity of two PF cells during the strategy task. After IS choice was again rewarded. When stimulus B appeared presentation, the cell illustrated in Figure 3A increased (n = 113) in postreward. This finding shows that the strategy effects do not result solely from high-level viits activity for both strategies at first, but after w125 ms the activity during repeat trials strongly exceeded sual processing, such as the detection of stimulus change or repetition, and Figure 4 illustrates an examthat during change trials. This activity decayed rapidly, and in the IS2 period the cell's preference switched ple. This PF cell showed a strong selectivity for change trials, but preferentially for choice of the top target. from a strong preference for the repeat-stay strategy to a weak one for the change-shift strategy. The neuron Note also that it had response selectivity only for change trials. Similarly, nearly one-third of the neurons illustrated in Figure 3B showed a preference for the change-shift strategy in both the IS1 and IS2 periods, with strategy effects showed response selectivity only for repeat trials or only for change trials (one-way which began w120 ms after the appearance of the IS, regardless of which IS appeared on that trial.
ANOVA, Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.025; see Table S6 for each task period). When statistically significant, we called such activity contrasts strategy effects. Table 1 gives the numbers Of the remaining cells (54%), which showed a strategy effect but were not selective for the response, only of cells with significant strategy effects, based on analysis of variance (ANOVA, α = 0.05). The ANOVA was a few showed selectivity for the IS type: 20% (n = 91) in IS1, 7% (n = 74) in IS2, 15% (n = 45) in RMT, 3% (n = performed on neurons showing statistically significant task-related activity and used three factors: Strategy, 62) in prereward, and 7% (n = 67) in postreward. Thus, stimulus coding was not a prominent feature of the pre-IS, and Response choice. In the IS1 period, for example, 428 of 700 neurons monitored during the strategy sent results. After establishing the significance of the strategy eftask were task related in monkey 1, as were 479 of 731 neurons in monkey 2. Of these 907 task-related neufect by ANOVA, we assessed its magnitude with a post hoc analysis called the strategy-effect index (see Exrons, there was a main strategy effect in 145 cells (16%) and an interactive effect involving strategy in another perimental Procedures). An I strat of 0 indicated no activity difference between the strategies. In the IS period 227 cells (25%), for a total of 41%. Table 1 presents analogous data for the other periods. Table S5 and Fig-(IS1 and IS2 , combined), the mean |I strat | was 0.31 ± 0.22 (SD) for monkey 1 and 0.38 ± 0.25 for monkey 2. ure S1 show a breakdown by monkey with the specific interactive effects enumerated.
These values corresponded to an approximately 2-fold difference in activity, on average, for the preferred stratAlmost half (46%) of the cells with a strategy effect also showed either a main effect of Response choice, egy over the nonpreferred one. Figures S3C, S3D , S4C, and S4D show the distributions of I strat in order to india Strategy × Response choice interactive effect, or both. This finding varied little by task period or by moncate the overall magnitude of the strategy effect. Approximately one-half of the cells (50% and 57% in monkey: 43% (n = 145) in IS1, 45% (n = 152) in IS2, 52% (n = 89) in RMT, 51% (n = 136) in prereward, and 42% keys 1 and 2, respectively) exceeded a 2-fold activity difference between strategies (|I strat | = 0.33), and apfor each neuron. We plotted the proportion of change trials with activity that exceeded that rate against the proximately one-quarter (19% and 28% in monkeys 1 and 2, respectively) exceeded a 4-fold difference proportion of repeat trials that did so. The area under this ROC curve thus served as a measure of strategy (|I strat | = 0.6). When the designation of change or repeat trial was randomly shuffled 100 times, a mean |I strat | of selectivity: a value of 0.5 corresponded to no selectivity, a value of 1.0 (never observed) corresponded to a com-0.11 was obtained for both monkeys, corresponding to a ratio of only 1.25:1. plete lack of overlap of the distributions. The ROC analysis confirmed that the cells were selective for We also quantified the strength of the strategy effect by computing receiver operating characteristic (ROC) which strategy the monkeys used on a trial-by-trial basis ( Figure 5 ). Using a bootstrapping method (see Wallis values for each PF neuron, using the mean firing rates across the IS period. The ROC values depended on the and Miller, 2003b), random shuffling of the strategy designations 1000 times for each neuron yielded ROC valdegree of overlap between two distributions of activity levels, but not a cell's overall activity, its level of referues that were significantly less than the observed values for both monkey 1 (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, Z = ence-period activity, or its dynamic range. The ROC curves were based on each observed discharge rate −5.87, p < 0.0001, n = 700) and monkey 2 (Z = −7.44, p < Figure 1A . Top three rows: numbers (and percentages of n, bottom row) of neurons with a significant main effect of each row's factor. Fourth row: numbers (and percentages) of neurons with either main or interactive effects involving strategy. Table S5 shows these data by monkey and the specific interactive terms, and Figure S1 illustrates these data. No dramatic differences were observed among task Cells showing statistically significant activity differences between repeat-trial and change-trial activity periods in the frequency of strategy effects. The strategy preference (for the change-shift or the repeat-stay were considered false-positive strategy effects because the monkeys were unlikely to be using either the strategy) and the magnitude of the strategy effects also differed little by task period ( Figures S3C, S3D, S4C, repeat-stay or change-shift strategy while responding according to overlearned stimulus-response mappings. and S4D). Taken together, the existence of highly significant strategy effects, some of which depended on the For three task periods, the RMT, prereward, and postreward period, these false-positive results occurred at response chosen on a particular trial, and the high magnitude of the effects support the hypothesis that the level expected by chance (4%-6%, with α = 0.05, ANOVA). For example, of the 23 cells showing a signifi-PF neurons contribute importantly to the implementation of these abstract response strategies. This point is cant strategy effect during the RMT period, only 4% (1 cell) showed a significant "strategy effect" in this task. taken up in the Discussion.
In the IS1 period, this proportion was somewhat higher: of the 47 PF cells with strategy effects in the standard Familiar Mapping Control Task version of the task, 15% (7 cells) appeared to retain this To rule out the possibility that trial-to-trial changes in property in the familiar mapping task; in the IS2 period, the IS or in the response choice accounted for the strat-26% did so. The ISs differed in the strategy and familegy effects, we tested for similar activity contrasts in iar-mapping task, but virtually identical results were the familiar mapping task. In this task, the monkeys responded to highly familiar ISs according to three wellfound when excluding cells with stimulus selectivity. . We intend to response, this property seems to be completely absent. port these data elsewhere in more detail, but for the present report we performed several analyses to rule Reward-Expectation Control: High-Reward out the possibility that strategy effects depended enVersion of the Strategy Task tirely on reward prediction or related factors. We seAs an important feature of the experimental design, the lected cells that showed a significant strategy effect monkeys' reward rates differed between change trials in the standard version of the task and calculated the and repeat trials. In the standard version of the strategy correlation of I strat in the high-reward and standard vertask, each correct application of the change-shift stratsions. For the IS1 period, this correlation was ρ = 0.73 egy resulted in a reward rate of 50% on first-chance (n = 46 cells), which was statistically significant (Speartrials. In the high-reward version of the task, this reward man correlation, p < 0.001). This strong correlation indirate was 90%, which approximated that for repeat trials cated that the strategy effect was similar in both preferin both versions of the strategy task.
ence and magnitude for the two levels of reward tested. In monkeys 1 and 2, respectively, we recorded from
The analogous correlation was ρ = 0.73 (n = 47 cells, p < 0.001) for the IS2 period, ρ = 0.62 (n = 27 cells, p < 247 and 290 PF cells in both versions of the strategy 0.001) for the RMT period, and ρ = 0.58 (n = 45 cells, p < 90% or near 50% on a series of trial types across the various strategy and mapping tasks and whether a 0.001) for the prereward period. We also found that 43 of 46 cells (93%) with a significant strategy effect in the cell's activity corresponded to those levels. We compared that score to a strategy-score, which was based standard version of the task maintained their strategy preference in the high-reward version (binomial test, on the strategy used in the relevant trial types (see text above Figure S2 for these methods in more detail). p < 0.001), despite the fact that the difference in reward rate between repeat and change trials was very small Many PF neurons reflected the strategy used to a greater extent than the probability of reward ( Figure 6C ; in the high-reward version. The other task periods had similar results: 43/47 (96%) in IS2, 25/27 (93%) in RMT, Figure S2 ). These analyses did not rule out an effect of reward prediction in some PF neurons, but did exclude and 35/45 (78%) in the prereward period. Furthermore, bootstrapping methods showed that most cells with an account of PF's strategy effects solely in those terms. strategy effects lacked any significant activity difference for their preferred strategy in the high-reward versus standard version of the task: 26 of 46 (57%) in the Mapping Task We also compared PF's neuronal activity in the map-IS1 period, 28 of 47 (60%) in IS2, 18 of 27 (67%) in RMT, and 29 of 45 (64%) in the prereward period. In addition ping task versus the strategy task. In the mapping task ( Figure 7D ), the monkeys learned three novel mappings to those tests, we calculated a reward-prediction score, which was based on whether the reward rate was near of the same type as in the familiar mapping task. At the beginning of a block of trials, all three mappings were the strategy versus mapping task (Table S3) did not differ significantly for either monkey, with one exception. unknown, although the ISs were the same as in the justcompleted block of trials on the standard version of the For change trials, monkey 1 had significantly faster reaction times in the strategy task (t = 6.4, p < 0.001), strategy task. Then the monkeys learned, by trial and error, which one of the three targets to choose in rebut the neurophysiological results were unlikely to be affected by this 10 ms difference in reaction time. sponse to each IS. Reward followed each correct choice, and the absence of reward provided error feedExcept for the existence of the fixed mappings of IS to response choice, the mapping task matched the back. After each incorrect choice, the same IS appeared on consecutive second-chance trials until the strategy task in event sequence and timing ( Figure 1A ). This comparison served to control for low-order senmonkey chose correctly.
The monkeys learned novel mappings very quickly sory and motor factors. Thus, we took advantage of the fact that the mapping task provided us with an opportu-(green curves in Figures 2C and 2D ), but during the early trials in a block, prior to learning the fixed stimunity to compare PF activity when the monkey made precisely the same saccade to precisely the same spatial lus-response mappings, the monkeys used the repeatstay and change-shift strategies. This finding is demontarget in response to precisely the same, foveally presented and attended stimulus. In the mapping task, strated by the fact that, after a correct response, the monkeys managed scores of >80% correct for repeat each IS was associated with one and only one response choice. In the example illustrated in Figure 7C , trials (blue curves in Figures 2C and 2D) , from the beginning of the mapping block. With the exception of stimulus C instructed a saccade to the right target (C/right). In the strategy task, that IS-response pair trial 2 in monkey 1, they also correctly shifted their responses on >90% of change trials (red curves). Bewas selected from among the two other pairs that occurred for saccades to the right target (A/right and cause the monkeys used these strategies, data from these early trials were discarded for the analysis de-B/right). There were three such pairs common to the mapping and strategy tasks, A/top, B/left, and scribed below, which contrasts activity in the strategy and mapping tasks. memory to evaluate whether the stimulus on the current trial had changed from the previous trial, and (4) use These comparisons required at least five correctly executed trials in both tasks for all three IS/response the spatial memory to choose the same target when the stimulus repeated and to reject that target when the pairs. Of these 882 neurons, 532 showed significant task-related activity. After eliminating the 15% of the stimulus changed. We hypothesized that neurons in PF played an imporpopulation that showed a significant between-task difference in reference-period activity, there remained tant role in implementing abstract response strategies, as well as exemplar-based responses. Their properties w240 task-related neurons in each task period: 253 in IS1, 226 in IS2, 243 in RMT, 246 in prereward, and 224
were consistent with that hypothesis and with each of the four cognitive processes enumerated above. We do in postreward. Task effects, defined as statistically significant activity differences between the mapping task not report here the well-known spatial and nonspatial memory signals observed in PF neurons (Rainer et al., and the standard version of the strategy task, were then identified by ANOVA (α = 0.05). Figures 7A-7C illustrate  1998) , which correspond to processes 1 and 2 listed above. We observed those signals in the present data the activity of a PF neuron showing a task effect. This neuron had two kinds of tuning. First, and most conand will describe them in a subsequent report. Unique to the present task, we found that many PF neurons ventionally, the cell showed a preference for the trials involving rightward responses ( Figure 7C ). Second, were selective for either the repeat-stay or change-shift strategy, but showed no selectivity for the particular rehowever, this neuron had much greater activity for the mapping task (red) when a given IS instructed that response chosen. These characteristics coincide with one or more aspects of process 3 above: the evaluation sponse due to a fixed mapping compared to when that same IS guided the same response based on an abof stimulus repetition or change, recall of the correct strategy, and implementation of that strategy. In many stract strategy (black).
Of the task-related neurons tested, w30% showed a of the PF cells, however, the strategy-related activity was specific for a particular response choice. For exsignificant task effect, varying from 36% in the IS2 period (82/226) to 26% in the RMT period (62/243). Table S7 give the breakdown by monkey and task period. In the IS1 period, 57% of these cells changed (Figure 4 ). Such findings rule out an account of the strategy effects solely in terms of high-level vihad greater modulation in the mapping task; in the IS2 period, 46% did so; and in the later task periods (RMT, sion (cognitive process 3) and point to a role in process 4: the selection of a response based on stimulus repetiprereward, and postreward), 66% preferred the mapping task (both monkeys, combined). We measured the tion or change. Neurons with strategy effects selective for a particular target could perform a computation that magnitude of the task effect using a task-effect index I task . Figures S3A, S3B, S4A , and S4B show the distribubridges the gap from the repeat-change evaluation to the selection of the upcoming response target. tion of I task across the population of cells for each period. There were no dramatic differences in task preference (strategy versus mapping task) or the magniPrevious Neurophysiological Studies tude of the task effects.
Figample, some cells had selectivity for trials that involved responses to the top target after the stimulus had ure 7E and
The evaluation of whether the stimulus had repeated or We did not observe any noteworthy anatomical districhanged from the previous trial resembles a matching butions of task or strategy effects or preferences (Figrule. 
Match (or nonmatch) signals have been reported ures S5 and S6).
in PF previously, but relatively rarely. For example, Miller et al. (1996) found that only a minority of PF cells conveyed pure "match" information. Instead, the majorDiscussion ity (65%) of cells with activity indicative of matches were also stimulus selective. In contrast, our cells with We studied PF activity as monkeys responded to symbolic visual cues according to two abstract strategies, strategy effects showed a much smaller proportion of stimulus selectivity (20% in the IS1 period, less in other called repeat-stay and change-shift. In separate blocks of trials, they learned and responded according to task periods). Along with the response selectivity of many cells with strategy effects (Figure 4) , this finding memorized stimulus-response mappings. We chose to study the repeat-stay and change-shift strategies bepoints to a role beyond stimulus identification or the detection of stimulus repetition to a more-general role cause other monkeys have spontaneously adopted them while learning stimulus-response mappings (Wise in the implementation of the change-shift or repeatstay strategy. and Murray, 1999). The present monkeys did so as well. Previous work has shown that parts of PF play a necesIn addition, the strategy task differed importantly from such matching tasks. The strategy task combined sary role in the implementation of these and other strategies (Bussey et al., 2001) , and the present results rea match/nonmatch rule with the need to maintain a short-term memory of the previous response, as well veal important insights into their neural basis.
Successful implementation of these strategies reas with the use of the match/nonmatch decision to choose a response based on that memory. This requirequired several cognitive processes and their coordination. To perform the task successfully, the monkeys had ment contrasts with a traditional matching task, in which a response reports the match/nonmatch deciing a role of PF in optimizing decision-making strategies. sion based on long-term memory. For example, monkeys often release a bar if they detect a match (Wallis We do not mean to imply that PF is the only part of the brain that contributes to rules and strategies. (and will be described in a subsequent report), the This idea limits the interpretability of task effects (constrategy effects reported here could not have detrasts between the mapping and strategy tasks), but pended on short-term memory because the repeat and not that of strategy effects (contrasts between the rechange trials had no differences in memory load or peat-stay and change-shift strategies). Abstract attencontent. Task effects, however, could have been influtional factors associated with the repeat-change evalenced by the requirement for remembering the most uation were the same for all trials in the strategy task recent IS and response in the strategy task, but not in and thus could not have accounted for strategy effects the mapping task. or preferences.
Training a Strategy Low-Order Sensory and Motor Factors
The monkeys were operantly conditioned to apply the When we compared activity in the strategy and mapstrategies that monkeys we have studied in the past ping tasks, we restricted the analysis to a comparison have adopted spontaneously. Perhaps monkeys that of identical responses (the three saccades) and idenhave received such conditioning adopt "abnormal" tical stimuli, all of which occurred within spatial coordivariants of these strategies. Against this possibility, the nate frames that were the identical in eye-centered, data shown in Figure 2 We emphasized above that we do not mean to imply should also be sensitive to task difficulty, and we found that PF is the only part of the brain with neurons that nothing in those data that could account for the neucontribute to the implementation of abstract response ronal activity contrasts observed in this experiment. rules and strategies. Nor do we mean to imply that its and excluded second-chance trials. We also eliminated the first ten through a custom, concentric recording head with 518 m trials for each stimulus-response pair in each block of the mapping electrode spacing. These highly selective electrodes recorded task. Thus, the activity changes accompanying the steepest phase spike potentials over a range of only a few hundred micrometers, of the learning curve could not contribute to any task effect (Figure which precludes recording a neuron's activity on two or more 2). (For the postreward period, we also excluded unrewarded electrodes. The signal from each electrode was discriminated change trials.) For each neuron sampled, we identified task-related either online using a Multi Spike Detector (Alpha-Omega Engineeractivity by contrasting the reference period with that in each of the ing, Nazareth, Israel) or a Multichannel Acquisition Processor other task periods (Mann-Whitney U test; p < 0.05), and, when the (Plexon, Dallas, TX) or offline. Every unit's isolation was scrutinized activity passed that test in a given task period, we tested for differoffline using Off Line Sorter (Plexon), and we accepted only indiviences between strategy trials and mapping trials (one-way ANOVA, dual spike waveforms that clustered clearly in 3D principal-compop < 0.05). Occasionally, a Mann-Whitney U test (p < 0.05) substinent space, lacked interspike intervals <1 ms, had waveforms tuted for ANOVA, when the latter was inappropriate due to comgrouped tightly with other spikes in the time domain, and had staplete inactivity in one of the tasks. The task-effect index I task = (A Sble and clearly differentiated waveforms over the course of the re-A M )/(A S + A M ), where A M was activity during the mapping task and cordings. We recorded an average of 6.8 and 4.9 cells per electrode A S was activity during the strategy task. penetration in monkeys 1 and 2, respectively (1-1.5 cells simultaTo test for false-positive strategy effects due to trial-to-trial neously), for electrodes that isolated at least one cell's activity. changes in stimuli or response, we examined data from the familiar CORTEX (http://www.cortex.salk.edu/) controlled behavior and colmapping task, compared to the standard version of the strategy lected data; MatOFF (http://dally.nimh.nih.gov/matoff/matoff.html), task. The monkeys performed the familiar mapping task so well SPSS (http://www.spss.com), and custom programs were used that they were unlikely to use either strategy. We used a two-factor for analysis. ANOVA, with factors Mapping (three levels) and Strategy (repeatstay, change-shift). Behavioral Methods A trial began when a 0.7°white circle-the fixation spot-appeared at the center of the video screen ( Figure 1A) , along with the preHistological Analysis Near the end of physiological data collection, we made electrolytic sentation of three potential saccade targets (2.2°unfilled white squares), 14°left, right, and up from center. The monkeys mainlesions (15 A for 10 s, anodal current) at two depths in selected locations. After w10 days, the animal was deeply anesthetized with tained fixation on the fixation spot (±7.5°) for 1.0 s. Then, the fixation spot disappeared and a visual instruction stimulus appeared barbiturates, then perfused with buffered formaldehyde (3% by weight) after steel pins were inserted at known chamber coordidimensional rule, and similarity strategies in categorization: 
